Press release

TAS Group at EBAday 2021
Milan, 28 June 2021 - TAS Group is excited to be again exhibiting at EBAday which goes live
today. The event, curated by the Euro Banking Association’s subject matter experts and Finextra
Research, is expected to be a hub of intense conversation and debate during these transformative
times on the path to digitalization, with the banking community coming together digitally to make
the decisions that will shape the future.
The key theme this year is Payments transformation in 2021 – The road to success, which ties
in perfectly with TAS Group’s own mission. TAS has been working with major European banks and
Industry bodies for over 35 years, helping them to transform and modernize their infrastructures,
adapt to ever-changing regulations and streamline their processes to better serve their customers.
Having been among EBA’s Ecosystem Partners since over a decade, TAS Group is used
contributing to the development of new collaborative ideas through the multi-stakeholder
working groups led by the Euro Banking Association, and the annual EBAday event is the
perfect venue to share the insights and enlarge the debate to over 2000 registered delegates.
We look forward to sharing our insights, offering solutions to today’s challenges and joining the
conversation on the major topics addressed by the conference.
Delegates can talk to TAS experts at our virtual booth, discover the latest product innovations,
receive a tailored demo, learn how to meet new requirements and stay relevant in a changing
payments landscape. TAS payments specialists will be on hand to advise on key topics
including Open Banking, ISO 20022 Migration, Instant Payments, Request to Pay, Intraday
Liquidity, Correspondent Banking and Cloud Modernization.
Mario Mendia, SVP International Markets at TAS Group, will be taking part tomorrow in the
panel session of Stream 2, starting at 11AM, titled: Payments in a real-time world – reality,
future or utopia? Mario will give his view based on TAS ‘s very unique PayFac experience in the
market.
For more info visit our EBAday 2021 page or go to our virtual booth.
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TAS Group
TAS Group is a leading technology company, providing advanced solutions for cards, payment
systems, capital markets and extended enterprise. Our leading-edge software allows both banks
and new players in the payments space to deliver and manage frictionless, real-time B2C, B2B,
B2G transactions, integrating with and leveraging the latest technologies. From advanced fraud
management solutions that exploit the power of Machine Learning, to scalable, modular payment
platforms delivered over the Cloud, we empower our customers to unlock the infinite potential of
the open and instant era and play an active role in the new payments ecosystem.
Trusted by European Central Banks to manage millions of financial messages each day, our 35year-old reputation in the market and unrivalled domain expertise has made us an internationally
preferred partner for commercial banks and corporations. TAS has a global reach and offices in 9
countries spanning Europe, the USA and Latin America. www.tasgroup.eu
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